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Abstract: Methane pyrolysis is a transitional technology for environmentally benign hydrogen
production with zero greenhouse gas emissions, especially when concentrated solar energy is the
heating source for supplying high-temperature process heat. This study is focused on solar methane
pyrolysis as an attractive decarbonization process to produce both hydrogen gas and solid carbon
with zero CO2 emissions. Direct normal irradiance (DNI) variations arising from inherent solar
resource variability (clouds, fog, day-night cycle, etc.) generally hinder continuity and stability of
the solar process. Therefore, a novel hybrid solar/electric reactor was designed at PROMES-CNRS
laboratory to cope with DNI variations. Such a design features electric heating when the DNI
is low and can potentially boost the thermochemical performance of the process when coupled
solar/electric heating is applied thanks to an enlarged heated zone. Computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) simulations through ANSYS Fluent were performed to investigate the performance of this
reactor under different operating conditions. More particularly, the influence of various process
parameters including temperature, gas residence time, methane dilution, and hybridization on the
methane conversion was assessed. The model combined fluid flow hydrodynamics and heat and
mass transfer coupled with gas-phase pyrolysis reactions. Increasing the heating temperature was
found to boost methane conversion (91% at 1473 K against ~100% at 1573 K for a coupled solar-electric
heating). The increase of inlet gas flow rate Q0 lowered methane conversion since it affected the gas
space-time (91% at Q0 = 0.42 NL/min vs. 67% at Q0 = 0.84 NL/min). A coupled heating also resulted
in significantly better performance than with only electric heating, because it broadened the hot zone
(91% vs. 75% methane conversion for coupled heating and only electric heating, respectively). The
model was further validated with experimental results of methane pyrolysis. This study demonstrates
the potential of the hybrid reactor for solar-driven methane pyrolysis as a promising route toward
clean hydrogen and carbon production and further highlights the role of key parameters to improve
the process performance.

Keywords: methane cracking; hydrogen production; hybrid reactor; concentrated solar energy; CFD
simulation; gas-phase pyrolysis

1. Introduction

Most of the hydrogen demand worldwide is mainly produced by steam methane re-
forming (SMR) [1]. Although this route is still the most economical, the derived greenhouse
gas emissions represent a significant concern [2]. Environmental norms involve capture
and sequestration of the produced CO2 (CCS) in underground depositories located in
unpopulated areas. Such sequestration techniques are still not efficient enough for safe and
long-term storage [3]. Moreover, this obligation implies additional cost to the process [4].
On the other hand, water splitting (electro/thermo/photo-chemical) for hydrogen produc-
tion has also been investigated because of its green asset. Such a process does not generate
any CO2. Although it could be promising in the future thanks to relative water abundance
on earth, the hydrogen production cost is higher than in common routes (1.81 $/kg H2
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and 1.98 $/kg H2 from SMR without and with CO2 sequestration, respectively, against
3.38 $/kg H2 from water electrolysis using wind energy) [5,6].

Among the other interesting pathways for potentially clean hydrogen production,
methane cracking is especially suitable because it is an endothermic reaction yielding
both solid carbon and hydrogen gas (Equation (1)) [7–10]. Therefore, methane pyrolysis is
clean if the heating source is derived from a renewable energy such as concentrated solar
energy [11–13]. Regardless of the heating means, there are two possibilities to dissociate
methane: conventional gas-phase (or solid/gas-phase in case there is a solid catalyst)
or molten media methane pyrolysis [6]. Both routes can involve either catalytic or non-
catalytic reactions. Pyrolysis in molten media (e.g., liquid metals) is mainly suggested
to enhance heat transfer in the reactor and carbon separation at the liquid surface. In
conventional pyrolysis, some limitations hinder process stability. A gas phase has generally
weaker heat transfer rates than liquids. Moreover, reactor clogging and catalyst coking (if
used) are possible locks in conventional pyrolysis [14–16]. Such issues might be overcome
by pyrolysis in molten metals/salts. Herein, methane is bubbled, and thus decomposes
while rising in a hot liquid bath. The molten medium can be either a molten metal (such
as tin [17–19], magnesium [20], tellurium [21], or metallic alloys [22,23]), a molten salt
(KCl, KBr, NaCl, NaBr, etc.) [24–26], or a molten metal phase overlaid by a molten salt [27].
Others used catalytic solid metals dispersed in molten media [28]. Thus, heat transfer may
be improved, hydrogen is released with outlet gases, and carbon floats on the surface of
the bath due to the difference of density [29]. This pathway is still new, quite challenging,
and not thoroughly investigated to date [6].

CH4(g) → 2H2(g) + C(s) ∆H298 K = 74.85 kJ/mol of CH4 (1)

Both cracking routes allow operation at high temperatures in a wide range with no
CO2 emissions thanks to solar heating [8,30,31]. High operating temperatures eliminate
the need for catalysts, since methane molecules dissociate entirely above 1673 K for long-
enough residence time. This phenomenon is known as the thermal decomposition of
methane (decomposition under only the effect of temperature) [32]. Alternatively, the
use of metal- [33,34] or carbon-based catalysts [35–38] appears as an option to reduce the
operation temperature to around 1273 K. However, solar direct normal irradiance (DNI)
variations caused by weather changes may hinder the process continuity. A hybrid so-
lar/electric reactor appears as a possible solution for continuous and stable processing
under fluctuating solar irradiation conditions [39,40]. Methane pyrolysis in a novel hybrid
solar/electric reactor was considered in this work. The reactor was modeled by computa-
tional fluids dynamics (CFD) in the case of gas-phase pyrolysis to assess the influence of
various process parameters including temperature, gas residence time, methane dilution,
and hybridization on the methane conversion. Consequently, the main influencing factors
affecting methane pyrolysis were considered in CFD simulations. The model combines
fluid flow hydrodynamics and heat and mass transfer coupled with gas-phase pyrolysis
reaction. Experimental validation was further considered by comparing simulation results
with experimentally measured methane conversions under different conditions. The objec-
tive of this study was to demonstrate the potential of the hybrid reactor for solar-driven
methane pyrolysis as a promising route toward clean hydrogen and carbon production,
and to assess the impact of key operating parameters affecting the process performance.

2. Design of the Hybrid Reactor

Coupling electric and solar heating in the same reactor design allows operation with a
variable DNI by compensating solar energy fluctuations with electric heating. In addition,
for a non-solar operation, methane pyrolysis should still be possible thanks to electric
heating, thus enabling round-the-clock operation. On the other hand, in the case of sufficient
DNI, both solar and electric heating can be activated simultaneously. Therefore, the heating
is more efficient throughout a larger part of the reactor. Then, the reaction zone (heated zone)
also becomes enlarged, thus increasing the effective gas residence time inside the reaction
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zone, which may improve the methane conversion. This unique design is applicable for
both conventional and molten media methane pyrolysis.

Figure 1a,b shows the hybrid reactor configuration. Two coaxial tubes, the outermost
being closed at one end, are centered in an insulated circular layer to reduce conductive
heat losses to the environment. The tubes are made of alumina (Al2O3) to allow operation
at high temperatures (1273–1673 K). Heating is possible using either a solar cavity receiver
or an electric heater located a few centimeters below the cavity, or even using both heating
modes when DNI is not high enough for a fully on-sun operation. The height of the electric
heater set at the bottom of the reactor is 115 mm. The maximal power of the heater is 400 W,
which is high enough to reach temperatures in the range of 1273–1673 K. Then, a 25 mm-
thick insulation layer is set between the electric heater and the solar cavity. The height of
this cavity is 50 mm, with an aperture of 15 mm (Figure 1) for concentrated solar radiation
entrance. The cavity absorbs the concentrated solar flux received from a 1.5 kW (thermal)
heliostat-parabola solar system (2 m diameter parabolic dish with a peak concentration
ratio of about 10,000).
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Figure 1. Hybrid solar/electric reactor installed at PROMES-CNRS (Odeillo, France): (a) real picture
of the implemented reactor, (b) representative scheme of the reactor configuration, (c) photo of the
hot cavity just after a solar run.

For experimental processing, solar and electric heating are both achieved progressively
and slowly enough to avoid thermal shocks in the reactor. The average time of reactor
heating is almost 30–40 min to reach the operating temperature (1273–1473 K). Solar and
electric heating are controlled through an adjustable shutter (input solar power) and a
command box with variable current and voltage (input electric power), respectively. It
should be noticed that, for the experimental validation part of this work, only electric
heating was applied. The reactive gas flows downward in the inner tube and then upward
in the annular space between both tubes.

For the reactor design, simulations were performed using computational fluid dynam-
ics (CFD) simulations (using ANSYS Fluent, Canonsburg, WA, USA). Numerical simulation
results of the hybrid reactor achieved in the case of gas-phase pyrolysis revealed promising
thermochemical performance.

3. Modeling and Simulation Methods
3.1. System Geometry

The model geometry of the hybrid reactor described in Figure 1 was developed and
designed to provide a fast-enough convergence of the Fluent solver. Only the tubular
reaction zone was simulated. In particular, the solar cavity receiver and the electric heater
were not implemented. In place, the wall temperature was set as a boundary condition.
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Constant wall temperature was chosen as a first approach because homogeneous tempera-
tures are expected when reaching thermal equilibrium, both in the solar cavity (black-body
behavior, heated length corresponding to the cavity height: 50 mm) and in the electric
heater (uniform heating along the coil, the effective heated length of the electric resistance
was assumed to be 85 mm).

Figure 2 represents the 2D axisymmetric geometry of the reactor designed through
Design Modeler software. The inner tube has a thickness of 1.5 mm, an inner diameter
of 3 mm, and a length of 310 mm. The outer tube has a thickness of 2.5 mm, an inner
diameter of 25 mm, and a length of 320 mm. All faces (solid walls + interior of the tubes)
were meshed as quadrilaterals of 0.6 mm size (reference case), as shown in Figure 3. In
addition, other finer and coarser quadrilateral meshing of 0.2 mm, 1 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm,
and 4 mm mesh sizes were tested to check the independence of the results on the grid,
more particularly regarding the chemical conversion of methane (Figure 3). The results of
grid independence study are provided in the Results and Discussion section. Insulation
layers are perfectly insulated walls with the heat flux boundary condition set to zero in the
Fluent solver. In parallel, the top parts of both tubes are water-cooled, and thus a fixed
boundary temperature condition of 300 K is assigned to each. The walls standing for the
electric heater (85 mm height) and the solar cavity (50 mm height) are defined with a fixed
temperature (equal to the desired heating temperature for pyrolysis).
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3.2. Modelling Methods
3.2.1. Species, Models, and Boundary Conditions

Methane, argon, hydrogen, and solid carbon were selected from the FLUENT database.
Intermediate products such as acetylene, ethylene, etc., were not considered.

The simulation was converged in steady state and in axisymmetric 2D space. The grav-
ity was enabled and set to 9.81 m/s2. Reynolds number of the flow varies with the medium
temperature because the latter affects the dynamic viscosity of the gas (µ = 1.1 × 10−5 Pa.s
at T = 300 K and µ = 2.53 × 10−5 Pa.s at T = 1473 K). Reynolds number calculations for
the gas flow mixture in both coaxial tubes reveal a laminar flow, thus the laminar model
was chosen (Re = 311–135 in the inner tube vs. Re = 2–4 in the outer tube annular space).
Concerning the radiation model, discrete ordinates (DO) was adapted to allow for radiative
heat transfer between the fluid zone and the inner solid parts of the reactor. Species trans-
port was enabled, and a mixture template was set for the reaction. The methane cracking
reaction was considered as a first order reaction, and a finite rate (Arrhenius type) was set
with an activation energy of 281 kJ/mol and a pre-exponential factor of 2 × 1010 s−1 [32,41].
Behind these models, there are mainly three transport conservation equations solved in
CFD: (i) conservation of mass, also known as continuity equation, (ii) conservation of
momentum, and (iii) conservation of energy. These equations are expressed as follows [42]:

Continuity equation:
∂

∂t

(
ρ f

)
+∇

(
ρ f .
→
v f

)
= 0 (2)
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where ρ f is the density of the fluid mixture (kg/m3) and
→
v f is the flow velocity vector field

(m/s). The latter can be calculated through Equation (3):

→
v f =

∑n
k=1 αkρk

→
v k

ρ f
(3)

where n is the total number of existing species, k is the index for species k, αk is its volumetric
fraction, ρk is its relevant density, and

→
v k is its velocity vector field.
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The density of the mixture is defined by:

ρ f =
n

∑
k=1

αkρk (4)

Conservation of momentum:

∂

∂t

(
ρ f
→
v f

)
+∇

(
ρ f
→
.v f .
→
v f

)
= −∇p +∇

(
µ f

(
∇→v f +

(
∇→v f

)T
))

+ ρ f
→
g +

→
F +∇(

n

∑
k=1

αkρk
→
v dr,k

→
v dr,k) (5)
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where
→
F is an eventual external force (N), p is the static pressure (Pa),

→
g is the gravitational

acceleration vector (m/s2), µ f is the fluid mixture viscosity (kg/m/s), and
→
v dr,k is the

derivative velocity of species i (m/s). The mixture viscosity is written in Equation (6):

µ f =
n

∑
k=1

αkµk (6)

Energy conservation equation:

∂

∂t

n

∑
k=1

(αkρkEk) +∇
n

∑
k=1

(αk
→
v k(ρkEk + p)) = ∇

(
ke f f∇T

)
+ SE (7)

where∇.
(

ke f f∇T
)

represents the conductive heat transfer, while SE represents every other
heating source. ke f f is the effective conductivity (W/m/K) and can be defined as follows:

ke f f = ∑ αk(kk + kt) (8)

where kt is the turbulent conductivity, which is actually equal to zero in this study, since
the flow is laminar (Re < 2000).

For the ideal incompressible gas model, pressure loss in the reactor is negligible,
therefore Ek = hk, where the latter is the sensible enthalpy of species k (J/kg).

The radiative heat transfer was computed based on the discrete ordinates model,
whose equation is:

d
(

I
(→

r ,
→
s
))

ds
+ (a + σs)I

(→
r ,
→
s
)
= an2 σT4

Π
+

σs

4Π

∫ 4Π

0
I
(→

r ,
→
s
′)

ϕ
(→

s ,
→
s
′)

dΩ′ (9)

where
→
r is the position vector,

→
s is the direction vector,

→
s
′

is the diffusion direction vector, s
is the path length (m), a is the absorption coefficient (1/m), n is the refraction index, σs is the
diffusion coefficient (1/m), σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant (5.672 × 10−8 W/m2·K4),
I
(→

r ,
→
s
)

is the total luminescence (W/m2/sr), T is the local temperature (K), ϕ is the phase

function, and Ω′ is the solid angle (steradian).
The reaction rate was computed using an Arrhenius expression given in Equation (10)

coupled with the conservation equations. The chemistry was thus coupled with the heat
and mass transfer via the net rate of production/consumption of each species by chemical
reaction [42].

r = k·[CH4]t = A·e−
Ea
R·T ·[CH4]t (10)

where r is the reaction rate, k is the kinetic constant, A is the pre-exponential factor (s−1), Ea
is the activation energy (J/mol), R is the universal gas constant (8.314 J/mol·K), and T is
the operating temperature (K).

Assuming a plug flow reactor (PFR), k can be calculated as follows:

k =
−β·(1 + α)·ln

(
1− XCH4

)
− α·β·XCH4

τ
(11)

where α is the chemical expansion factor and τ is the gas (methane + argon) space-time.
The boundary conditions of the model are detailed in Figure 2. Heating wall tempera-

ture was set to the desired operating temperature. For the base case, a 1 m/s inlet velocity
in the inner tube was defined (equivalent to 0.42 NL/min flow rate). In the species, inlet
methane mole fraction was set to 0.5, the rest being argon. The outlet was simulated as an
outflow. A value of 10−6 was chosen for residuals to warrant satisfactory convergence.
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3.2.2. Parametric Study

The effect of reactor hybridization via coupled solar-electric heating, residence time,
methane dilution, and temperature was studied. In order to provide insights into the
associated trends in the conversion of methane, a reference case was first simulated (Table 1).
In this case, referred to as case 1, both heating sources (electric and solar) were enabled
with a fixed wall temperature of 1473 K. The initial total inlet volumetric flow rate was
0.42 NL/min (CH4 + Ar), while the molar fraction of methane was 0.5. Other cases were
simulated as described in the following paragraph.

Table 1. Operating conditions simulated through ANSYS Fluent.

Telectric (K) Tsolar (K) Q0 (NL/min) y0,CH4 Mesh Size (mm) Parameter Effect

Case 1 (ref) 1473 1473 0.42 0.5 0.6 Reference case: hybridization
(coupled heating)

Case 2 1473 Insulated 0.42 0.5 0.6 Electric heating only
Case 3 1473 1473 0.84 0.5 0.6 Residence time
Case 4 1473 1473 0.42 0.3 0.6 Methane dilution
Case 5 1573 1573 0.42 0.5 0.6 Heating temperature

To illustrate the effect of hybridization (case 2), solar heating was turned off (the solar
cavity was assumed as an insulated wall), while the total inlet flow rate and the species
mole fraction in the reacting flow were kept constant. This approach was used to clearly
identify the difference between a reactor with only one heating source and a hybrid one
with both solar and electric heating. To investigate the gas residence time effect (case 3), the
total inlet flow rate was varied. A different flow rate indeed modifies the gas velocity in the
reactor tubes, which implies a different gas residence time (the total flow rate was doubled
in case 3). The dilution effect can be examined by changing the inlet methane molar fraction
while keeping the inlet total flow rate constant (inlet methane mole fraction was reduced
to 0.3 in case 4). Finally, the temperature effect can be readily studied by increasing the
heating temperature of both the electric and solar heating zone (this temperature was set to
1573 K in case 5). The effect of meshing quality on methane conversion in the reactor was
checked separately in Section 4.1 (grid independence study).

4. Results and Discussion

The first section focuses on the mesh independence study. Once the quality of the mesh
was successfully checked, a study on the model sensitivity to the activation energy was
achieved in order to confirm the suitability of the considered kinetic rate law of methane
decomposition. Then, the numerical model was validated based on a comparison with the
results of an experimental work to demonstrate its ability to predict relevant results. Once
validated, different operating conditions were simulated to investigate the effect of various
parameters. Table 2 recaps the results of the numerical simulations. Telectric and Tsolar are
the temperatures of heating in the electric and the solar section, respectively. Q0 is the total
inlet volumetric flow rate, and y0,CH4 is the methane mole fraction in the inlet gas mixture.
The mesh size is also reported. The effective residence time is the time spent in the reaction
zone where operating conditions allow chemical reaction.

The total residence time in a reactor is given by:

τ =
Vr

QT,P
=

Vr

Q0. P0.T
P.T0

(12)

where Vr is the total tubular reactor volume (150× 10−6 m3), QT,P is the volumetric flow rate
at the actual operating conditions (m3/s), Q0 is the total inlet flow rate at normal conditions
(m3/s), P0 is the atmospheric pressure (101,325 Pa), T0 is the normal temperature (273 K),
P is the operating pressure (Pa), and T is the operating temperature (K). The effective
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residence time corresponding to electric (τe) and solar (τs) heating zones can be calculated
with the same expression as in Equation (12) by replacing Vr with the relevant heated
volume only (the heated volume is relevant to the heated height: Vr-electric = 42 × 10−6 m3,
Vr-solar = 25 × 10−6 m3). The summation of τe and τs is the total effective residence time,
entitled τtotal. It is important to notice that these residence times were only calculated
based on physical expansion of the gas (effect of both temperature and pressure). Chemical
expansion due to the formation of H2 was not considered. XCH4 and YH2 are methane
chemical conversion and hydrogen yield at the outlet, respectively. They can be calculated
as follows:

XCH4 =
FCH4 in − FCH4out

FCH4 in
(13)

YH2 =
FH2 out

2FCH4in

(14)

where FCH4-in and FCH4-out are methane molar flow rates in the inlet and the outlet stream,
respectively (mol/s). FH2-out is the hydrogen molar flow rate in the outlet stream (mol/s).

Table 2. Results of parameter effects on performance metrics of gas-phase methane pyrolysis.

Telectric
(K) Tsolar (K) Q0

(NL/min) y0,CH4
Mesh Size
(mm) τe (s) τs (s) τtotal (s)

CH4
conversion,
XCH4 (%)

H2 yield,
YH2 (%)

Case 1 (ref) 1473 1473 0.42 0.5 0.6 0.94 0.56 1.5 91 92
Case 2 1473 Insulated 0.42 0.5 0.6 0.94 0 0.94 75 74
Case 3 1473 1473 0.84 0.5 0.6 0.47 0.28 0.75 67 73
Case 4 1473 1473 0.42 0.3 0.6 0.94 0.56 1.5 95 94
Case 5 1573 1573 0.42 0.5 0.6 0.88 0.52 1.4 100 100

4.1. Effect of Mesh Size (Grid Independence Study)

The independence of results (especially temperature, CH4 conversion, and H2 yield)
on the meshing was checked using different sizes of quadrilateral meshes for both interior
and solid walls. Reference mesh was of 0.6 mm size, and the finer one was 0.2 mm, whereas
the larger ones were 1 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm, and 4 mm (Table 3). The convergence through
Fluent was longer when decreasing the mesh size, as expected. For the largest meshing
(with mesh size = 4 mm), the solver diverged, indicating that meshing was not fine enough
nor appropriate for a physical convergence (Figure 4). In contrast, meshes of 0.2 mm,
0.6 mm, and 1 mm led to very similar results in terms of output species mole fractions
(Table 3). However, coarser meshing was associated with higher errors. Results such as
CH4 and H2 mole fractions, methane conversion, and temperature profile revealed no
noticeable difference between 0.2 mm, 0.6 mm, and 1 mm meshes (Figure 5). For H2 yield
in the outlet stream, calculations showed a slight decrease from 92% to 90% with the finer
meshing, which is also insignificant. Consequently, one can say that the selected reference
mesh (0.6 mm size) was a fair compromise between fast convergence and reliable results,
as it was of good quality and fine enough to let the solver converge with minimal errors.

Table 3. Study of the meshing influence on the CFD numerical results.

Telectric
(K)

Tsolar
(K)

Q0
(NL/min) y0,CH4

Mesh Size
(mm) τe (s) τs (s) τtotal (s) XCH4 (%) YH2 (%)

Mesh 1 1473 1473 0.42 0.5 0.2 0.94 0.56 1.5 91 90
Mesh 2 1473 1473 0.42 0.5 0.6 0.94 0.56 1.5 91 92
Mesh 3 1473 1473 0.42 0.5 1 0.94 0.56 1.5 91 90
Mesh 4 1473 1473 0.42 0.5 2 0.94 0.56 1.5 90 88
Mesh 5 1473 1473 0.42 0.5 3 0.94 0.56 1.5 90 86
Mesh 6 1473 1473 0.42 0.5 4 0.94 0.56 1.5 Divergence
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4.2. Model Sensitivity to Activation Energy

The kinetic model of methane pyrolysis may have a high impact on the simulation
results. The activation energy Ea and the pre-exponential factor A used in Arrhenius law
(Equation (10)) could indeed change results drastically. However, for simplification, the
A value was fixed [32] while Ea was varied in order to get an accurate kinetic model for
methane pyrolysis. Different values of Ea were reported (for uncatalyzed methane pyrolysis)
in a very broad range (for example, Ea = 281 kJ/mol in [32], while Ea = 422 kJ/mol in [43]).
The model sensitivity against Ea was studied to show the importance of choosing a proper
kinetic model.

Four different values of Ea were studied (200–281–310–350 kJ/mol) at a fixed tempera-
ture (1473.15 K), gas inlet flow rate (0.5 NL/min), and methane inlet mole fraction (0.5).
Only electric heating was activated. Results are shown in Figure 6.
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Based on Arrhenius law, Ea is inversely proportional to the reaction rate of methane
decomposition. Increasing Ea decreases the reaction rate and results in lower methane
conversion and hydrogen yield. CFD simulation confirmed such a tendency and showed
complete methane conversion and hydrogen yield with Ea = 200 kJ/mol and decreasing
performance as Ea was increasing. With Ea value of 350 kJ/mol, there was almost no
methane decomposition (XCH4 = 2% and YH2 = 1%).

The aim of this sensitivity analysis was to validate the value of the activation energy
chosen in the kinetic model based on experimental data. Thus, an experimental run was con-
ducted with electric heating under the same operating conditions (i.e., temperature = 1473 K,
gas inlet flow rate = 0.5 NL/min, and methane inlet mole fraction = 0.5) and resulted in 71%
methane conversion and 65% hydrogen yield. Such a result was obviously very close to
the numerical one when Ea was 281 kJ/mol [28] (XCH4 = 68% and YH2 = 68%). Therefore,
one can consider that the selected kinetic model (with Ea = 281 kJ/mol [28]) is relevant to
simulate methane cracking in the reactor.

4.3. Experimental Validation of the Model

The reliability of the model simulations was addressed and validated with an experi-
mental study. The aim was to compare the simulation with experimental results regarding
both the effect of heating temperature (1273–1573 K) and inlet gas flow rate (0.5–1 L/min)
on methane conversion and hydrogen yield. Methane pyrolysis was experimentally studied
in the reactor with an electric heating, as shown in the geometry in Figure 2. No solar heat-
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ing was applied. Instead, insulation rings (polycrystalline mullite/alumina wool (PCW)
and special inorganic fibers and binders) replaced the solar heating zone. For both studies
(numerical and experimental), there was only electric heating (case 2 in Table 1) with a fixed
methane inlet fraction (y0,CH4 = 0.5). Two different parameters were studied: (i) the temper-
ature (T = 1273–1373–1473–1573 K) at a fixed methane inlet fraction (y0,CH4 = 0.5) and gas
inlet flow rate (Q0 = 0.5 NL/min), and (ii) the gas inlet flow rate (Q0 = 0.5–0.75–1 NL/min)
at a fixed temperature (T = 1573 K) and a fixed methane inlet fraction (y0,CH4 = 0.3).

Figure 7 shows the comparison of the numerical model with the experimental perfor-
mance of the reactor. In Figure 7a, a high degree of coherence can be observed between
numerical and experimental results in terms of both methane conversion and hydrogen
yield at all temperatures. For instance, at 1373 K, numerical and experimental values
of methane conversion and hydrogen yield were very close (XCH4 = 31% vs. 30% and
YH2 = 30% vs. 27%). At the other temperatures, the results were also consistent (for ex-
ample, at 1573 K: XCH4 = 96% vs. 91% and YH2 = 96% vs. 89%). The small gap between
simulation and experiments might arise from several factors. In particular, the simula-
tion does not consider partial decomposition of methane, which, in fact, results in some
secondary intermediate hydrocarbons (C2H2, C2H4, and C2H6).
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hydrogen yield as a function of (a) operating temperature and (b) gas inlet flow rate.

In Figure 7b, the numerical model still fits the experimental data with higher differ-
ences in terms of hydrogen yield, because the simulation does not consider secondary
byproducts (such as secondary hydrocarbons C2Hm). It is thus normal that the experimen-
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tally measured values are lower than the simulation values, especially at higher kinetic rates
(i.e., at lower flow rates). Thus, the highest difference between numerical and experimental
values corresponds to Q0 = 0.5 NL/min (XCH4 = 99% vs. 93% and YH2 = 99% vs. 89%,
respectively), while a more accurate fit between numerical and experimental performance
is observed at Q0 = 1 NL/min (XCH4 = 86% vs. 85% and YH2 = 86% vs. 82%, respectively).

In summary, the experimental study shows very close results to those predicted by
the numerical model. This experimental validation confirmed the suitability of the model
to simulate the methane pyrolysis process in the hybrid reactor. Thus, the considered ap-
proach can be considered reliable to investigate methane cracking under specific operating
conditions. Moreover, this model could be further developed to simulate methane cracking
in molten media, which is a novel technology that has not been numerically modelled yet.

4.4. Effect of Hybridization

Figure 8a,b provides the temperature distribution throughout the entire reactor volume
(fluid zone) when only electric heating is activated (case 2) compared to the case in which
both heating sources are implemented (case 1). The heated length is longer in the latter case,
as expected, because the additional heating zone extends the heated part. The reactional
zone thus becomes larger, which increases the total effective residence time of methane
molecules from 0.94 s (τe) to 1.5 s (τe + τs). Figure 8c–f shows higher methane conversion
and hydrogen production in case 1 than in case 2. Methane conversion significantly
increases from 75% (case 2) to 91% (case 1), while hydrogen yield increases from 74% to
92%, as shown in Table 2.
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The plots of temperature and outlet mole fractions of methane and hydrogen in the
annular region of the tube along the x-axis are shown in Figure 9. The x-axis of the curves
is actually the red line shown in Figure 9a. In Figure 9b, temperature plots were overlaid
up to x = 0.1 m, which almost represents the end of the electric heating zone. Further from
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x = 0.1 m, toward the reactor outlet (x = 0.32 m), the temperature in the hybrid heating case
(case 1) was much higher than in case 2. For instance, at x = 0.2 m, the temperature was
still 1473 K in case 1, while T was lower than 1000 K in case 2. This was clearly caused
by the solar heating in case 1 that enlarged the hot zone throughout the reactor. Such an
effect improved the decomposition of methane. Therefore, a clear difference in methane
and hydrogen outlet mole fractions is observed after x = 0.1 m (Figure 9c). Methane mole
fraction continued to decrease down to 0.025 in case 1 (hybrid heating) vs. 0.075 in case 2
(electric heating only). In parallel, hydrogen mole fraction reached almost 0.47 in case 1 vs.
only 0.42 in case 2.
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4.5. Effect of Residence Time

The residence time effect was evidenced in the previous section by increasing the
heated length, and thus the heated volume Vr. Another approach to study this parameter
consists of modifying the total inlet flow rate while fixing the methane mole fraction. Thus,
a modification of the total flow rate Q0 changes the residence time. In case 3, Q0 was
doubled (0.84 NL/min) in comparison to case 1. Thus, based on Equation (12), the resulting
effective residence time was divided by two (0.75 s). CH4 and H2 mole fraction profiles
(Figure 10c–f, respectively) confirm this effect on methane conversion. At a high inlet gas
flow rate (0.84 NL/min), CH4 conversion and H2 yield drop from 91% to 67% and from
92% to 73%, respectively.

In fact, a higher gas velocity in the reactor decreased the residence time. Figure 11 rep-
resents the gas velocity (velocity streamlines) inside the reactor in both cases to emphasize
the impact of Q0 on methane conversion. Regardless of the inlet flow rate (Q0), the velocity
is higher in the inner tube since the cross section is smaller, and the velocity is maximal in
the center and null near the walls.
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Figure 12 plots the velocity for case 1 and case 3 according to the direction of the y-axis
(vertical direction) 20 mm above the bottom of the reactor (i.e., along the green line in the
small reactor scheme in Figure 12 that indicates the location where the velocity was plotted).
In case 1 (blue curve in Figure 12a), when Q0 was 0.42 NL/min, the maximal velocity in
the inner tube was almost 9 m/s at the axis (in the center of the inner tube). This velocity
decreased progressively to zero near the walls (at x = 0.0015 m). In the annular space (blue
curve in Figure 12b), the same aspect was observed: the maximal velocity was almost
0.14 m/s (at x = 0.0065 m), and it progressively decreased to zero when approaching the
walls (x = 0.003 m and x = 0.0125 m). The velocity in the annular space was much smaller
than in the inner tube due to the higher cross section.
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In case 3 (red curve in Figure 12a), when Q0 was 0.84 NL/min, the maximal velocity
in the inner tube was almost 17.5 m/s at the axis (x = 0 m). This velocity decreased
progressively to zero near the walls (at x = 0.0015 m). In the annular space (red curve in
Figure 12b), the maximal velocity was almost 0.29 m/s (at x = 0.0065 m) and decreased to
zero near the walls (x = 0.003 m and x = 0.0125 m). As a comparison, the maximal velocities
were higher in case 3 than in case 1 (17.5 m/s vs. 9 m/s in the inner tube and 0.29 m/s
vs. 0.14 m/s in the annular space). Such results confirm the high impact of Q0 on the gas
residence time, which is a key parameter in gas-phase methane cracking.

4.6. Effect of Methane Molar Fraction

To study the dilution effect, all parameters were kept constant as the reference case
while reducing inlet methane molar fraction from 0.5 to 0.3 (case 1 versus case 4). Tempera-
ture and species mole fraction contours are shown in Figure 13. Differences in contours
are not noticeable. Some previous works concerning methane cracking reported a slight
increase in conversion when the inlet methane mole fraction was increased [13,44]. How-
ever, simulation results show that the methane conversion increased from 91% to 95%,
accompanied by a hydrogen yield increase from 92% to 94% when the methane mole
fraction was reduced from 0.5 to 0.3. Theoretically, methane conversion should rather de-
crease when dilution increases because the reaction rate is directly proportional to methane
concentration (first order reaction). On the other hand, the diluted gas could allow more
efficient heating of methane to achieve a higher decomposition extent. In addition, the real
residence time of methane is affected by chemical expansion, which is increased when more
methane dissociates (2 moles of H2 formed per mole of CH4). Thus, a lower methane mole
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fraction could slightly increase the residence time, and thus the conversion according to the
effect of residence time. Thus, there is a subtle balance between residence time and methane
molar fraction effects. This aspect should be further analyzed thanks to real residence time
distribution extracted from Fluent.
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4.7. Effect of Heating Temperature

Methane cracking is an endothermic reaction that requires external energy as a process
heat source [6]. Thus, an increase in the heating temperature improves the conversion.
When the temperature was increased from 1473 K to 1573 K, for both heating sources, the
methane concentration in the reactor was reduced (Figure 14c compared to Figure 14d),
hence resulting in higher methane decomposition. Hydrogen concentration profiles also
reflect a higher hydrogen yield in Figure 14e than in Figure 14f. Simulation results (Table 2)
confirm this effect with a complete conversion at 1573 K (case 5). Experimental studies on
methane cracking also confirm that complete conversion is reachable above 1673 K [44–47].
However, the residence time is also an important parameter to be considered for explaining
this result. In all those experimental works, the gas residence time was in the order of a
few milliseconds (<100 ms). In this study, the effective residence time was significantly
higher (about 1.4 s), which explains the complete conversion reached at the outlet for a
lower temperature.
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5. Conclusions

Solar methane cracking is worth investigating to develop a sustainable process for
clean hydrogen production. Indeed, the methane cracking process is advantageous com-
pared with conventional methane reforming since it produces hydrogen without green-
house gas emissions, while solid carbon material is formed as a high-value marketable
co-product with various potential applications. A hybrid solar/electric reactor was de-
signed and simulated at PROMES-CNRS to overcome solar radiation variability. Such a
reactor is proposed for continuous and stable operation when the DNI is low or unstable,
thanks to the possibility of additional heating by electric means. Thus, the process con-
tinuity is made possible. When the DNI is not high enough for stable on-sun operation,
the process can still be maintained by enabling the two heating sources (both electric and
solar). The benefits of coupled hybrid heating were illustrated through numerical CFD
simulation for methane cracking in gas-phase using ANSYS Fluent. The kinetic model was
assessed beforehand to confirm its reliability for the numerical study. A good agreement
was shown between experimental and CFD results with an activation energy of 281 kJ/mol.
Consequently, the numerical study was achieved and showed that activating both heating
sources enlarged the reaction zone inside the reactor. Consequently, the effective residence
time increased, improving the methane conversion significantly. However, when solar
heating is not possible, reactor operation under only electric heating results in a reasonable
methane conversion (75%). The effects of operating parameters on the reactor performance
were also numerically studied via simulation. The inlet volumetric flow rate modifies the
gas residence time of the reactant molecules in the reactor. A higher inlet volumetric flow
rate decreases the residence time and, consequently, the methane conversion. Increasing di-
lution slightly favors methane conversion. Finally, the temperature is also a key parameter
in methane cracking, since the endothermic reaction requires external energy. Increasing
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the temperature increased the rate of the reaction and enhanced the methane conversion.
In addition, the model was further validated by methane pyrolysis experiments. A good
agreement between numerical and experimental results was demonstrated, confirming the
reliability of the numerical model. These CFD simulations validated the proposed design
of the solar hybrid reactor for efficient methane decomposition performance. Moreover,
this numerical model could be extended to simulate methane cracking in molten media as
a novel technology that has not been modelled yet.
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